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Abstract
Advanced mathematical and statistical computational methods are required by
the LHC experiments for analyzing their data. Some of these methods are pro-
vided by the ROOT project, a C++ Object Oriented framework for large scale
data handling applications. We review the current mathematical and statistical
classes present in ROOT, emphasizing the recent developments.
1 ROOT Math Work Package
The ROOT MATH work package is responsible to provide and to support a coherent set of mathematical
and statical libraries required for simulation, reconstruction and analysis of high energy physics data.
Existing libraries provided by ROOT are in the process of being re-organized in a new set of mathematical
libraries with the aim to avoid duplication, increase modularity and to facilitate support in the long term.
The main library components are the followings and shown in gure 1.
Fig. 1: New structure of the ROOT Mathematical Libraries. A different color code is used to distinguish compo-
nents already existing from those which are in the process of being developed.
 MathCore: a self-consistent minimal set of mathematical functions and C++ classes for the basic
needs of HEP numerical computing.
 MathMore: a package incorporating functionality which might be needed for an advanced user
(as opposed to MathCore which addresses the primary needs of users) and dependent on external
libraries like the GNU Scientic Library [1].
 Linear Algebra: vector and matrix classes and their related linear algebra functions. Two libraries
exist: a general matrix package completed with a large variety of linear algebra algorithms and
SMatrix, a dedicated package for small and xed size matrices with optimal performances.
 Fitting and minimization libraries: classes and libraries implementing various types of tting
and function minimization methods, like Minuit and the new object-oriented version Minuit2.
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 Statistical libraries: packages providing various algorithms for multi-variate analysis or classes
for computing condence levels and discovery signicances using frequentist or Bayesian statis-
tics.
 Histogram libraries: advanced classes for displaying and analyzing one, two and three dimen-
sional data. It provides the histograms and proles classes. Multi dimensional data sets are handled
by the tree library.
In the following sections a detailed description is given for some of these components which have
been recently developed and released. A brief description will be given also for those components that
are planned to be introduced in ROOT.
2 Mathematical functions
New mathematical functions have been added recently in the MathCore and MathMore library to com-
plement the functions existing in the namespace TMath and present in the ROOT core library. The new
special functions are those proposed in the next extension of the C++ Standard Library [2] and follow
the same naming scheme. These functions include all the major special functions, like the gamma, beta,
error functions and also Bessel functions, hypergeometric functions, elliptic integrals, Legendre and La-
guerre polynomials. Furthermore the MathCore and MathMore libraries provide all the major statistical
distribution functions such as normal, χ2, Cauchy, etc.., in a coherent naming scheme. For each sta-
tistical function, the probability density function, with sufx
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normal distribution), the cumulative distribution function with sufx
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, the quantile function (inverse of the cdf), with sufx
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Extensive tests of these functions have been performed [3] by comparing the numerical results
obtained with the functions from other packages like Mathematica or Nag [4]. Often an accuracy at the
level of 10−16 (double numerical accuracy) is reached for these functions.
3 Random Numbers
In ROOT pseudo-random numbers can be generated using the   
 classes. A base class provides
the methods for generating uniform and non-uniform numbers (according to specic distributions) while
the derived classes, 	  
ﬁﬀ , 	  ﬂ
ﬃ and   
 implement pseudo-random number genera-
tors. These classes have been recently improved by replacing some obsolete generators. The following
pseudo-random number generators are currently provided:
 Mersenne and Twister generator [5] implemented in the class   
 . This is the default gen-
erator in ROOT and the recommended one for the very good random propriety and its speed. It
can also be seeded automatically using a 128 bit UUID number in order to generate independent
streams of random numbers.
 RanLux generator [6] provided by the class   
 ﬀ .
 Tausworthe generator [7] from L’Ecuyer provided by the class   
ﬃ . This generator has the
advantage to use only 3 words of 32 bits for its state.
The CPU time results for generating a pseudo-random number using the ROOT generators are shown in
table 3.
The base class   
 provides also a Linear Congruential Generator. This generator has a state




 implements as well methods for generating random numbers according to specic distribu-
tions. Recently a new faster algorithm for generating normal distributed random numbers, based on the
acceptance-complement ratio method (ACR) [8], has been added to ROOT. This algorithm is much faster
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Random Number Generator Intel 32 Intel 64
MT (   
 ) 22 ns 9 ns
Tausworthe (   
ﬃ ) 17 ns 6 ns
RanLux (   
 ﬀ ) 120 ns 98 ns
Table 1: CPU time (in nanoseconds) for generating one pseudo-random number on a Linux box with the 32 or 64
bit architecture running CERN Scientific Linux 4 and using the GNU gcc version 3.4 compiler
than the traditional Box-Muller (polar) method used previously in ROOT which requires the evaluation
of mathematical functions like  

 or  . For example, on a 64 Intel Linux box running ROOT com-
piled with gcc 3.4, the time for generating one random gaussian number has been decreased from 183 to
42 ns.
The latest releases of ROOT contains in addition an interface to UNU.RAN [9], a software pack-
age for generating non-uniform pseudo-random numbers. It contains universal (also called automatic
or black-box) algorithms that can generate random numbers from large classes of continuous (in one or
multi-dimensions), discrete distributions, empirical distributions (like histograms) and also from prac-
tically all standard distributions. Efcient methods based on Markov-Chain Monte Carlo are as well
provided for multi-dimensional distributions.
4 Numerical Algorithms
New numerical algorithms based on the GNU Scientic Library (GSL) [1] are provided by the Math-
More library. Classes for numerical differentiation, various adaptive and non-adaptive integration, inter-
polation, minimization and root nding algorithms for one-dimensional functions are currently present.
Algorithms for multi-dimensional functions like Monte Carlo integration and minimizations are in the
process of being added. Fast Fourier Transforms are as well provided via an interface to the FFTW [10]
package. The new algorithms are designed by presenting a single interface to the user for the various
implementations. Alternative implementations which can be present in different libraries can then be
loaded at run-time using the plug-in manager system.
5 Minimization and Fitting
Fitting in ROOT is possible directly via the 
	 methods of the various data object classes like
histograms (classes  ﬀ , ﬃ ,  ), graphs (classes   ,      ,      

    and


ﬃ ) and trees (class  ). Methods like least-squares or binned and un-binned likelihood ts
are supported. An interface class, 

	 exists to perform more sophisticated ts and to
interface the minimization packages, like Minuit [11], Fumili [12] or Minuit2 [3]. In the case of linear
ts, a dedicated class  	  exists to solve the resulting linear system. An extension to the
linear tter (robust tter) for removing bad observations, outliers, based on the approximate Fast Least
Trimmed Squares (LTS) regression algorithm for large data sets [13] exists as well. More complex ts
can be performed by using the RooFit package [14], which is now distributed within ROOT.
A new object-oriented version of Minuit has been recently developed and it is now integrated in-
side ROOT as a new package, called Minuit2. It provides and enhances all the functionality of the original
version. The prots from basing on an object oriented design are increased exibility, easy maintainabil-
ity in the long term and opening to extensions such as integration of new algorithms, new functionality
and changes in user interfaces. For example, the Fumili algorithm has been integrated directly inside the
minimization framework provided by Minuit2. Various extensive tests have been performed to study and
validate the numerical quality, convergence power and computational performances of this new version.




A new GUI for tting has been introduced in order to drive the tting process. It is possible
to select the tting function, to set the initial parameter values, tting and minimization options with
possibility of choosing the minimization engine. It is foreseen to be improved soon by adding advance
drawing functionality such as contour plots, residuals and condence levels.
In the future it is planned to improve the existing ROOT tting classes, by extending the functional-
ity of the  

  class, by providing support for parallel ts, various tting and minimization
methods and easier integration with RooFit.
6 Statistical tools
For multi-variate analysis and signal-background discrimination a new package, TMVA [15], has been
integrated recently in ROOT. It provides various algorithms, like automatic cuts optimizations, like-
lihood estimators, neural networks and boosted decision trees with common interfaces to use them
easily together. Neural networks can also be used directly via the class  

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  is another multi-dimensional method present in ROOT, which provides the possibility to
nd the parametrization of multi-dimensional functions with polynomials, Chebyshev or Legendre func-
tions. It is used for example to parametrize the LHCb magnetic eld from the measured eld map. The
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 gives the possibility to perform principal component analysis to reduce dimensionality






the Minimum Covariance Determinant estimator, a robust technique [16] to nd the location and scatter
of multi-dimensional data.
For estimating condence levels, the class    


  computes upper limits for Poisson
processes in the presence of background using the Feldman-Cousin method [17]. The class 	
computes again the condence intervals for Poisson processes but including the treatment of uncertainties
in the background and in the signal efciency using a prole likelihood method [18]. The class  
  
computes instead the condence intervals using the CLs method used for LEP Higgs searches [19]. It is
applied to histograms representing the data, the simulated signal and the background and it incorporates
the systematic uncertainty using a Bayesian approach.
A new package is also currently being developed to extend and improve the functionality of es-
timating condence levels to satisfy the LHC requirements and focusing in particular on estimating
discovery signicances. It will both include frequentists and Bayesian methods and it will be based on
the RooFit data modeling framework [20]. Tools for easy statistical combinations of results will be as
well provided by this new package.
7 Conclusions
ROOT contains already a large variety of mathematical and statistical functionality required for the
analysis of LHC data. An effort is on-going to consolidate and improve the existing libraries by replacing
obsolete algorithms, by making them easier to use and by improving their modularity to gain in long
term maintainability. The needs and the feedback received from users working on data analysis and
reconstruction of the experiment data are as well taken into account in this consolidation process. Many
of the statistical tools currently present in ROOT have been developed by various contributors from
the high energy physics community. It is therefore important to ensure a continuation of these user
contributions and to provide as well an easy way for the users to plug-in their developed tools. This
consolidation effort should as well aim to remove duplications and provide implementations which are
considered standard by the community.
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